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1. 
This invention' relates to a tool for reshaping 

the panels of automobile-bodies in removing dents 
therefrom, more particularly by a series of lo 
calized pushing-out operations at closely, spaced. 
points by: means of which the metal of the dis 
placed portion is gradually returned approxi 
nately to ::its: Original, contour. The individual. 
operations are ordinarily prying ones. . . The tool 
herein disclosed and other tools, devised by: me. 
for effecting such operations I term “picking: 
tools.' 
My invention...will.bes well understood by ref. 

erence to the following description of the illus 
trative embodiment thereof... shown by way of: 
example in the accompanying drawing; wherein: 

() 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of an . . 
automobile door, with parts broken-away. and ill 
lustrating a characteristic application of the tool;. 

Fig. 2 is...a plan and Fig. 3, a side: elevation of 
one-form of tool; 

Figs. 4 and 5 are at plan. and a side. elevation, 
respectively, of a modified form of tool; and: 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are... diagrammatic, views, not, 
to:scale, or in relative proportion; illustrating. Suc. 
cessive stages of thespicking process performed... 

In reshaping the panels of automobile bodies. 
which have been injured in collisions the major 
deformations: may be brought back to their ap 
proximate original position by use of pushing tools: 
of Suitable design conveniently, powered by a hy 
draulic jack. Other dents, if easily accessible. 
from both sides, may be: hammered into their. 
proper contour by use of a hammer and suitable, 
dolly blocks. In modern automobile practice. 
many parts are not so accessible because:covered: : 
Over by the interior construction through which 
aVenues of access are most restricted. Fre 
quently relatively small dents occur along. mar-, 
gins of the panels to which access is most difficult. 
Even: When not of functional importance, such 
dents are often particularly unsightly, detracting: 
from appearance and from the resale value of 
the car. 

I have found that by the use of suitable tools, 
of which that disclosed in the present applica 
tion is an example, such dents may be quickly.and 
satisfactorily reformed by a series of prying ac 
tions on the interior or convex surface of the 
dent performed at closely spaced points by means: 
of a rigid, pointed tool formed to permit access, 
from a relatively-remote point either, through an 
existing available opening; or through an opening, 
of restricted size formed. for the purpose and 
Which may thereafter beclosed: Asidistinguished: 
from pressing:actions; effected by means; of icon: 
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toured spoons, the successive preSSures are con 
centrated substantially at single points of the 
Work: ... While much of the reshaping, as directed 
by the skill of the operator, will be pressing back. 
of the spanel to its original contour, in: general: 
smaller reversed...bends: in the nature of Small. 
hollow ... domes will, be formed representing., a. 
gathering of the stretched metal into ; Smaller. 
rugosities or sinuosities to permit it to liesingen 
eral along its originals. Contour of Smaller area. 
Characteristically the panel. when soroughly re 
formed will show... on:"...thel; exterior minor sex. 
crescences or 'pimples' at the points, where press: 
sure was applied at the interior, which should not. 
be so high that...their interior hollows.extend out. 
wardly past theicontouriline of the panel. These. 
may be dressed-off by filing.orgrinding to provide. 
a Smoothly contoured Outer surface which may: 
be refinished. Therepair in Some instances may 
be effected by repeated:application of these steps. 
Thus, referrings to the diagrams Figs. 6, 7 and 

8, in: Fig. 6..I show,...Without pretense to diment: 
sional verisimilitude, a contoured panel pin which: 
there is an inward dentids. Fig. 7 shows the ident, 
brought back&approximately to the original con 
tour by prying operations on the side, which is. 
lower in the figure, the work leaving the rebent; 
part interrupted by. Smaller:reverse bendingse, 
wherein the metal...has been: strained in the Ops. 
posite: direction and in part pressed up: in such. 
manner: as: to: Show, Small excrescences at the 
exterior. ... We may; consider that a part of the 
excess: areas of metal, aS:Seenin! Fig.6 has been, 
redistributed...in a Series; of Smaller, sinuosities: 
approximating they shorter simple:curvature of, 
the Original contour. Fig.8 shows the outer. Sur. 
faces. Of these excrescenceste dressed off toy the: 
original: contour; the hollowsh;formed therebygat: 
the underside of theffigure, which represents the 
interior; Surface of the panel which is out of 
Sight, being still present. 
The tools herein:shown are generally straight: 

stocks with pointed, ends suitably: shaped... and 
positioned;as willimore fully be described. While. 
the particular: dimensions" may vary, in any in-- 
stance the toolsis of a size to be wielded in one: 
hand but of a section which provides substantial 
rigidity under manually exerted strains: in 'use: 
The drawing illustrates actual tools designed for 
Operation in...tight or inconvenient places. Which. 
however may be:approached fairly closely:by-the 
Operator's hand. These, were forged: from steel, 
rod of hexagon cross::section measuring, A2: an 
inch... acrossi and are: about 11 inches long pro 
viding the wieldability and rigidity referred to 
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Referring to the form of tool shown in FigS. 2 
and 3, it is provided with a proximal grip portion 
to adapted to be encircled by the grasping hand 
and thus of a length approximating a hand's 
breadth from which extends a straight tapering 
shank 2, the tip 4 of which is deflected at a low 
angle to the axial line and terminates in an out 
wardly and laterally directed point 6. The point 
is not needle sharp and may be characterized as 
a blunt point. It is adapted to make contact with 
a substantially single point of the work and is to 
be distinguished from a broad face or peen and 
also from a chisel-shaped edge. The tapering of 
the main shank 2 of the tool provides a better 
balance and also facilitates the introduction of 
the pointed end into the interior construction of 
the automobile without, however, detracting from 
essential rigidity. If we consider a fulcrum along 
the length of the portion 2 about which the pry 
ing action is exerted in the radial plane through 
the axis of the portion 0 which contains the 
point, the strain on the portion extending be 
tween the fulcrum and the point will act through 
a relatively short lever arm so that the resistance 
of the tool to bending strains thus exerted is Sub 
stantially uniform throughout its length, What 
ever the location of the fulcrum. The farther 
from the point, the greater the cross section at 
the fulcrum. 
Because of the tapering Which has been re 

ferred to, the end 4 of the tool appears as and is 
in fact a deflection of the tapered body to One 
side in a radial plane through the longitudinal 
center line of the straight proximal portion, but 
nevertheless, as will be observed from Fig. 4, the 
point 6 is located Substantially within the pro 
jected outline of the grip as will be referred to 
later. 

Referring now to Figs. 4 and 5, the modifica 
tion there shown has a similar hand grip 0 and 
tapered shank 2 but the distal portion 4a, there 
of for a relatively great length is curved outward 
ly along a curve of gradually decreasing radius, 
the point 6 being located substantially at the 
extremity of the concave side of the curve, being 
formed by bevelling off the convex Side at the 
end as illustrated in Fig. 5 and at the sides as 
shown in Fig. 4. The point faces outwardly at a 
low angle and in the example shown is offset from 
the axial line of the tool for a distance about 
equal to the diameter Of the grip portion 0. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a characteristic simple appli 
cation of the tool in which we may suppose that 
there is a dent in the panel of an automobile door 
closely adjacent the belt line at the point (i. 
While the interior surface of the panel at this 
point is not accessible for Operation thereon by 
hand dollies or spoons, a tool of the type disclosed 
may be inserted as shown in Fig. 1 through the 
opening in which the door glass normally runs. 
The edge of the construction along the inner side 
of this opening provides a fulcrum for the tool in 
the manner shown in Fig. 1. When the handle 
end thereof is pressed downwardly, viewing the 
figure, a prying action of the point on the convex 
side of the dent is effected, the operation being 
carried out in the manner eXplained in connec 
tion. With FigS. 6, 7 and 8. 

In Fig. 1 an opening for the insertion of the 
tool is found at hand. In other instances it may 
be possible to punch a hole in the normally un 
exposed portions of the construction through 
which a tool may be inserted, the tool finding a 
fulcrum bearing on the edge of the opening. 
Such an opening may thereafter be closed by 
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4 
welding if necessary. The fact that the tool ta 
pers minimizes the required size of such an Open 
llg. 
The normal operation of the tool is a prying 

one in the radial plane through the center line of 
the proximal straight portion defined by the point 
6 and substantially vertical to the Surface being 

operated on. To facilitate control of the tool and 
indicate to the workman the position of the point 
6, which in use will Ordinarily be hidden from 
him by intervening portions of the automobile 
structure, the inner portion of the grip 0 on the 
side thereof which faces in the same direction aS 
the point 6 may be formed with a receSS 8, the 
wall of which inclines inwardly of the stock and 
OutWardly from the butt end of the tool to pro 
vide a shallow, rearwardly facing shoulder 20 
(Figs, 3 and 5), the construction as a whole form 
ing a seat for the ball of the thumb when the 
stock is grasped by the fingers of the hand. 
The outwardly directed disposition of the point 

6 at a low angle effects contact thereof With the 
Work. In the examples illustrated, this angle ap 
proximates 30° and 40° respectively, which are 
preferred, and the angle should not exceed about 
60°. The tool is normally swung in the plane of 
the paper, viewing Figs. 3 and 5, and is not nor 
mally used to pry with a movement of rotation 
about its longitudinal axis. However, if it is not 
presented Squarely to the work, a twisting reac 
tion will be set up. When, as in Figs, 2 and 3, 
the point lies within the projected outline of the 
hand grip 0, it cannot act through a lever arm 
greater than that through which the grasping 
hand Works and the tool is thus readily controlled. 
In the modification shown in Figs, 4 and 5 the 
point is Spaced about one diameter from the axial 
line. If the curved end of the tool is tipped at an 
angle of about 30° to the work, the effective lever 
arm exerting the twist will then be equivalent to 
One-half the actual offset or equal to the radius, 
Which is the lever arm available to the hand at 
the grip 0. Thus We may consider a point 6 
Spaced at most but little more than one diameter 
from the axial line to be closely adjacent to that 
line, 
In using a tool of the form shown in Figs. 4 

and 5, in Some instances pressure may be applied 
about a fulcrum close to the point and along the 
Curved portion 4 of the shank. The formation 
of this part along a curve of gradually decreasing 
radius provides that the point will be presented 
to the Work in substantially the same manner, 
whatever the location of the fulcrum along the 
curved portion 4. 
I am aware that the invention may be embod 

ied in other Specific forms without departing from 
the spirit or essential attributes thereof, and I 
therefore desire the present embodiment to be 
considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive, as is in fact clear in several matters 
from the description itself. Reference is to be 
had to the appended claims to indicate those 
principles of the invention exemplified by the 
particular embodiment described and which I 
desire to secure by Letters Patent. 

I cairn: 
1. A tool for picking up dents in sheet metal 

panels by repeated prying action thereon at 
closely spaced points comprising a generally 
straight lever wieldable in one hand and of 
a section rigid under manually applied stress, the 
lever comprising a proximal hand grip and a 
smoothly tapering shank of substantially circular 
section, the surface of which shank merges dis 
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tally into an extension directed forward and out 
Wardly at a low angle to the axial line of the body 
of the shank and terminating in a point posi 
tioned eccentrically to the axial line of the shank 
at least closely adjacent the projected outline of 
the hand grip and directed forwardly and Out 
Wardly at a low angle to said axis. 

2. A tool for picking up dents in sheet metal 
panels by repeated prying action thereon at 

5 

closely spaced points comprising a lever wieldable 10 
in one hand and of a section rigid under manu 
ally applied stress, the lever comprising a hand 
grip, a coaxial smoothly tapering shank of sub 
stantially circular section and a distal portion 
constituting an extension of said shank along an 5 
easy and smooth curve, the end being cut away 
to provide a point at the end of the concave side 
of the curve directed forwardly and outwardly 
at a low angle to the axial line of the body of 
the shank and closely adjacent thereto whereby 20 

a substantial fraction of the force exerted by the 
grip of the hand to resist rotation of the tool in 
the hand is effective as a torque-resisting force at 
the point. - 

WILLIAM. H. FERGUSON. 
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